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Capstone Partners is one of the largest and most active independently-owned
investment banking firms in the United States. Over the past 20 years, thousands
of business owners, investors, and creditors have trusted us to help guide their
strategic decisions and maximize financial outcomes at every stage of the
corporate lifecycle.
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Medical Device Outsourcing Industry
M&A Activity And Public Company Valuations Strengthen

KEY INDUSTRY TAKEAWAYS
Capstone Partners’ Health & Medical team is pleased to share its Medical Device Outsourcing report.
Needless to say, the industry combated severe operational and supply chain challenges in 2020 related to
COVID-19. Despite the disruption, transaction activity in 2021 has quickly rebounded and Capstone is quite
bullish on outlook for the sector through 2021 both in terms of heightened valuations and mergers and
acquisition (M&A) volume. Key takeaways from our analysis of trends, transaction data, and conversations
with industry participants are outlined below.

1.

The deferral of elective procedures and production challenges constrained revenue for many top
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) through 2020, although domestic demand is likely to
normalize due to an effective vaccine rollout.

2.

Leading public OEMs are trading at elevated valuations with EBITDA multiples exceeding 25x; the
highest levels seen in the last decade.

3.

M&A volume fell year-over-year (YOY) in 2020 but deal volume experienced a strong uptick in Q4
and year-to-date (YTD) 2021 with many private business owners electing to capitalize on
attractive valuations.

4.

In addition, concern regarding potential increase in taxes to cover the unprecedented increase in
Federal expenditures associated with COVID-19 may be boosting activity as sellers seek to sell while
rates remain favorable.

5. Private equity continues to demonstrate strong interest in the industry, attracted to favorable sector
dynamics, attractive margin profiles for outsourced providers with advanced capabilities, and ability
to scale platforms through add-on acquisitions to drive value upon exit.
Capstone Partners has developed a full suite of corporate finance solutions, including M&A advisory, debt
advisory, financial advisory, and equity capital financing to help privately owned businesses and private equity
firms through each stage of the company’s lifecycle, ranging from growth to an ultimate exit transaction.
To learn more about Capstone’s wide breadth of advisory services and Medical Device Outsourcing industry
expertise, please contact Capstone Managing Director Eric Williams.
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INDUSTRY OUTLOOK

In addition, diagnostic procedures are running
significantly
below
pre-pandemic
levels.
Unfortunately, many patients will acutely feel the
impact since these type of delays will inevitably
lead to worsening disease progression potentially
resulting in the need for more complex and
invasive surgical procedures. As the vaccination
rollout progresses, the volume of elective and
diagnostic procedures will continue to recover.
With that said, risk remains as clearly seen in the
resurgence of cases in many countries; powered
by more contagious COVID-19 variants.
Outsourced
manufacturers
with
integrated
capabilities, a global footprint, and technical
expertise are poised to capture significant revenue
opportunities as OEMs continue to look to
expedite time to market, reduce costs, and
properly adhere to stringent quality and regulatory
requirements inherent in the sector.
The
increasing complexity of medical devices and the
trend
towards
more
stringent
regulatory
frameworks both domestically and internationally
has necessitated heightened emphasis on the
need for sophisticated quality systems. The E.U.
Medical Device Regulation going into effect in May
Medical

OEMs Reach Decade-High EBITDA Multiples
OEMs in the Medical Device industry have traded at elevated EBITDA
multiples, outpacing the S&P 500 and climbing significantly higher since
the beginning of the pandemic.

Medical Device OEM Index

S&P 500
28.3x
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18.9x
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The pandemic brought substantial headwinds to
the Medical Device Outsourcing industry as clients
and providers dealt with severe supply chain
disruptions and decreased demand resulting from
the deferral of elective procedures. Even as late as
of December, a number of hospitals in a wide
swath of the country were postponing elective
procedures amid the COVID-19 resurgence. As
physicians grapple with procedure variability, sales
of medical devices have struggled to meet prior
year levels.
Notably, leading medical device
manufacturer
Zimmer
Biomet
(NYSE:ZBH)
experienced a 12% decline in net sales in 2020,
according to its earnings release.1
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Market capitalization weighted;
Index includes: BSX, CNMD, IART, MDT, NUVA, SYK, TFX, ZBH, ITGR
Source: Capital IQ and Capstone Research

2021, is just the latest example. Notably, many
deem the new European requirements to be more
stringent than current FDA regulations, according
to Medical Product Outsourcing.2
OEMs, which have aggressively invested in
developing innovative devices and technology to
serve an ever-aging population, are securing
robust valuations with EBITDA multiples in
Capstone’s Medical Device OEM Index standing at
28.3x in April 2021, far outpacing valuations in the
S&P 500. In addition, total return in the Medical
Device OEM Index is up 33% over the last year.
Heightened valuations in the public market and
strong industry performance bodes well for robust
M&A activity as CDMOs (contract development &
manufacturing organizations) seek to gain
capabilities and a broader footprint to better serve
their OEM partners.

Eric Williams
Managing Director
“Overall valuations remain very high, if not at all-time highs. We now have the combination
of low interest rates, ample private equity capital that needs to be deployed, plus a market
expectation of a very strong economic recovery. With the heightened risk of an increase in
capital gains tax rates, business owners that are contemplating a sale in the next couple of
years should seriously evaluate whether the potential growth is worth the risk of facing
higher taxes and selling in a less optimal market environment.”
5
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M&A OVERVIEW

The increase in transaction activity has also been
driven by the potential implementation of
unfavorable tax legislation under the Biden
administration.
Many business owners have
accelerated their exit timeline to avoid negative
capital gains treatment, which is expected to
contribute to a robust pipeline of deals coming to
market in the next several months. Capstone
expects strong demand for quality outsourced
providers, offering full-service capabilities or
specialized high demand niche capabilities.

M&A Transaction Volume Surges in Q4
Vaccination rollout, revenue visibility, and the current favorable tax
environment have contributed to the normalization of M&A markets, with
Q4 volume surging year-over-year.

2019

40

Number of Transactions

M&A volume in the Medical Device Outsourcing
industry slowed substantially at the height of the
pandemic, with Q2 transaction activity drastically
lower compared to the prior year. However, deal
activity surged in Q4 with volume increasing 79%
YOY as strategics leveraged greater revenue
visibility and reengaged in M&A to bolster and
expand client bases and core competencies.

Private equity comprised 58% of total transaction
volume in 2020, accounting for a larger percentage
of deals in the sector than in 2019 where 46% of
deals involved a financial buyer. Platform and addon acquisitions have accounted for a nearly equal
percentage in 2020, highlighting sponsors’ desire
to not only to make initial investments in the
industry but to accelerate growth for existing
platforms through acquisitions. Notably, following
its backing of Catheter and Medical Design in June
2020, Inverness Graham completed an add-on
acquisition of VitalDyne Medical in March 2021.
Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.
Record levels of dry powder, which totaled $1.3
trillion at the end of 2020, according to PitchBook,3
and an accommodating debt market create a
favorable backdrop for healthy sponsor activity.
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Private Equity Buyers Remain Active

Sponsors have continued to target the industry, while public
strategic buyers largely remained on the sidelines through
much of 2020.

6.8%
STRATEGIC

28.8%

Public
Private

35.6%

FINANCIAL
Platform
Add-on

28.8%

Year-to-date (YTD) ended March 20
Source: Capital IQ, PitchBook, FactSet, and Capstone Research

Capstone advised MMi Sonora, a specialized contract manufacturer of precision machined
components serving the Surgical Robotics sector, on its acquisition by ARCH Global Precision, a
portfolio holding of The Jordan Company. For more details, read the full press release.

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

a portfolio company of

“

Time and time again, we both were just amazed at the level of
professionalism, levelheadedness, and knowledge Capstone
brought to every situation. For us, Capstone was the tide that
came in and caused all the boats to rise. It was the Capstone
team who navigated us through some of the tough spots. We
could not have done it ourselves.
William McDonald,
Co-Owner, MMi Sonora

”
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NOTABLE TRANSACTIONS

Acquires

Acquires

SteriPack, a leading medical device, diagnostic, and pharmaceutical contract manufacturer
has acquired HS Design for an undisclosed sum (February 2021). New Jersey-based HS
Design is an ISO 13485 certified product development provider offering services including
design, engineering, prototyping, and testing. The addition of HS Design enhances
Steripack’s design, development, and contract manufacturing capabilities to drive holistic
product lifestyle management solutions.

"Looking forward, HSD will enhance SteriPack's team to include an agile organization
focused on creative problem solving and design with strong technical expertise.
Additionally, this acquisition further expands our operations in the United States. We will
now have the ability to provide a full suite of product lifecycle services, commencing with
new ideas all the way through to manufacturing and commercialization,“ said Andrew
McLean, CEO of SteriPack in a press release.4

Motion Dynamics has acquired premier manufacturer of custom, micro-precision
components and subassemblies for the Medical Device industry, ViaMed, for an
undisclosed sum (December 2020). ViaMed’s capabilities include custom fabrication of
miniature components and subassemblies for OEMs and contract manufacturers in
Neurovascular, Peripheral Vascular, and Orthopedic markets. The acquisition of ViaMed
marks Motion Dynamic’s first add-on acquisition under Vance Street Capital’s ownership.
Michigan-based Motion Dynamics provides wire-based micro-components and
subassemblies for the Medical Device, Industrial, and Aerospace industries. It specializes
micro-catheters, pacemakers, and neuromodulation devices. “This partnership enhances
our ability to offer complementary capabilities to simplify the supply chain and continue to
solve our customers’ toughest design and manufacturing challenges,” commented Motion
Dynamics President, Chris Witham, in a press release.5

Acquires

Resonetics has acquired the medical business of Hutchinson Technology (HTI Medical) for
an undisclosed sum (November 2020). HTI Medical offers proprietary manufacturing
processes to fabricate and assemble tight-tolerance, metal components for devices used
to seal vessels in various types of surgery. In addition, HTI provides processes to fabricate
electromechanical sensors which can be used in conventional and robotic surgery and
with automated devices.
Resonetics is a leading micro manufacturing and contract manufacturing services provider
to the Life Sciences industry. It specializes in laser processing, centerless grinding, nitinol
processing, thin-well stainless steel tubing, and other critical machining services.
Resonetics is ISO 13485:2016 certified with locations in the U.S., Costa Rica, Israel, and
Switzerland. The integration of HTI enhances its service offerings, providing its customer
base with innovative manufacturing processes to drive adoption of advanced automated
devices and surgical robotics.
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SELECT TRANSACTIONS

Date

Target

Acquirer

Target Business Description

03/16/21

VitalDyne

Catheter and Medical
Design

Offers laser cutting, welding, micro machining, and finished
device manufacturing capabilities.

03/02/21

Global-Tek
Manufacturing

Crawford United
(OTCPK:CRAW.A)

Provides engineered manufacturing solutions for Medical
Device, Defense, and Aerospace markets.

Public Strategic

02/22/21

HS Design

SteriPack

Designs and manufactures surgical tools and
diagnostic instruments.

Private Strategic

02/08/21

Supreme Screw
Products

Schivo Medical

Supplies precision machining, laser processing, and assembly
services for the Medical Device market.

PE Add-On

01/25/21

Life Science
Outsourcing

Public Pension Capital

A contract manufacturer and value-added service provider to
Medical Device and Life Science companies.

Platform Investment

01/05/21

Mark Two
Engineering

Incodema

Offers contract manufacturing services including
component machining.

12/30/20

Naprotek

Edgewater
Capital

Designs and manufactures printed circuit board and
serves industries including Medical.

12/17/20

NovelCath

Cirtec Medical

Develops and manufactures minimally invasive interventional
delivery systems.

PE Add-On

12/07/20

Swiss Precision MachiningVander-Bend

A precision manufacturer of consumable instrument
components utilized in robotic surgery and other markets.

PE Add-On

12/07/20

Everest Clinical
Research

Arlington Capital

Offers full-service contract research capabilities to medical
device, biologics, and drug clients.

12/03/20

ViaMed

Motion Dynamics

Provides micro precision components and
subassemblies for the Medical Device industry.

PE Add-On

12/03/20

Tufpak

Spartech

Manufactures custom and stock engineered
plastic films.

PE Add-On

12/01/20

PeelMaster

Spectrum
Plastics

Provides sterile medical device packaging solutions.

PE Add-On

11/18/20

X-Cell Tool & Mold

SyBridge Technologies

A manufacturer of close-tolerance and multi-cavity plastic
injection molds primarily for the Medical industry.

PE Add-On

11/09/20

Wytech Industries

Vance Street
Management

Manufactures specialty core wires and related components for
the interventional and orthopedic Medical market.

11/06/20

Integrated Medical

Syneo

Offers proprietary catheter tupping and hold making
equipment and contract manufacturing services.

PE Add-On

11/03/20

NDA Partners

The Planet Group

Provides product development and consultancy to medical
device and biopharmaceutical companies.

PE Add-On

11/03/20

HTI Medical

Resonetics

Fabricates and assembles tight-tolerance micro-components
for medical devices.

Private Strategic

11/02/20

Pulse Systems

Heraeus Medical
Components

Provides contract manufacturing services including
precision laser cutting.

Private Strategic

10/07/20

Dallas Plastics

Sole Source Capital

Designs and manufactures blown polyethylene film for
Medical, Food, and Industrial markets.

10/06/20

Larkin Precision

IMG Companies

Engineers, designs, and manufactures closetolerance components.

Private Strategic

09/03/20

Universal Electronics

East West
Manufacturing

Provides contract electronics manufacturing to OEMs in
industries including Medical.

Private Strategic

09/02/20

Polymer Conversions

Medbio

A contract manufacturer specializing in complex thermoplastic
injection molding and value-add assembly.

Buyer Type
PE Add-On

PE Add-On
Platform Investment

Platform Investment

Platform Investment

Platform Investment

PE Add-On

Source: Capital IQ, PitchBook, FactSet, and Capstone Research
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PUBLIC COMPANY PERFORMANCE

Transaction volume in
2020 failed to match
the record levels
experienced in 2019,
however M&A activity
surged in Q4 with 2020
deal count increasing
nearly 79% year-overyear with momentum
continuing into year-todate 2021.
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Transaction Volume Falls
in 2020 Year-over-Year,
Pace Accelerates in Q4
and YTD 2021
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Private equity has
continued to actively
pursue investments
in the Medical
Device Outsourcing
industry to establish
industry penetration
or to bolster existing
sector portfolios.

Private
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PE Platform

PE Add-on
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Private Equity
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Platforms and Portfolio
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2020

Top public companies
have traded at heightened
valuations compared to
the prior year, with the
average EBITDA multiple
standing at 26.8x,
significantly higher than
the average multiple in
April 2020 at 17.3x.

EV/EBITDA

Select Public Companies
Experience Drastic EBITDA
Multiple Expansion
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21.6x
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Boston
Scientific

2021

CONMED

12.9x

24.8x

23.0x
15.3x

Integer
Integra
Holdings LifeSciences

19.0x

Stryker

22.6x
13.9x

Teleflex

Zimmer
Biomet

Source: Capital IQ and Capstone Research
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BUYER UNIVERSE
Capstone has followed buyers that have been highly acquisitive in the space as well as those that have
completed notable Medical Device Outsourcing transactions. Capstone’s industry expertise and network
provides us with unique insights into this buyer universe such as the companies’ industry, growth perspectives,
and M&A appetite.

Leading Strategic Buyers

Leading Financial Buyers
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PUBLIC COMPANY DATA
Price

% 52 Wk

Market

Enterprise

04/26/21

High

Cap

Value

Revenue

EBITDA

Margin

$42.27

98.4%

$60,045.2

$67,925.2

$9,913.0

$2,252.0

22.7%

NM

30.2x

CONMED Corporation

$134.36

98.6%

$3,906.7

$4,655.2

$862.5

$138.3

16.0%

NM

33.7x

Integer Holdings Corporation

$95.09

98.7%

$3,135.5

$3,870.9

$1,073.4

$179.4

16.7%

3.6x

21.6x

Integra LifeSciences Holdings

$76.40

99.8%

$6,456.4

$7,735.4

$1,371.9

$335.8

24.5%

NM

23.0x

Medtronic plc

$130.12

98.7%

$175,411.2

$191,235.2

$1,371.9

$335.8

24.5%

NM

23.0x

NuVasive, Inc.

$70.43

98.5%

$3,618.6

$4,122.8

$1,050.6

$180.7

17.2%

3.9x

22.8x

Stryker Corporation

$265.28

99.0%

$99,831.4

$111,232.4

$14,351.0

$3,755.0

26.2%

NM

29.6x

Teleflex Incorporated

$440.01

98.3%

$20,569.5

$22,794.8

$2,537.2

$657.2

25.9%

NM

34.7x

$175.72

98.1%

$36,605.4

$44,311.1

$7,024.5

$1,963.6

28.0%

NM

22.6x

Mean

22.4%

3.8x

26.8x

Median

24.5%

3.8x

23.0x

Harmonic Mean

21.5%

3.8x

26.4x

Company
Boston Scientific Corporation

Zimmer Biomet Holdings, Inc.

EV = enterprise value; LTM = last twelve months
$ in millions, except per share data
NM = Not Meaningful

LTM

EV / LTM
Revenue

EBITDA

Last Twelve-Month Margin Performance
LTM Gross Margin

LTM EBITDA Margin

100%
90%

Margin Percentage

80%
70%

68.5%

64.6%

64.3%

69.4%

55.3%

60%

69.7%

63.8%
52.2%

50%
40%
30%

22.7%

20%

26.6%
16.0%

24.5%

26.2%

24.5%

25.9%

28.0%

17.2%

16.7%

10%
0%
Boston
Scientific

CONMED

Integer

Integra
LifeSciences

Medtronic

NuVasive

Stryker

Teleflex

Zimmer
Biomet

Source: Capital IQ as of April 26, 2021
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Eric Williams
Managing Director
ewilliams@capstonepartners.com | 215-854-4065
Based out of Philadelphia, Eric serves as a Managing Director at Capstone Partners and
leads the Health and Medical practice. Eric has successfully completed more than 100
transactions in sectors including contract manufacturing, pharmaceutical outsourcing,
medical devices, and life sciences, and health care services. Prior to Capstone, Eric was
responsible for managing the Eastern region for Morgan Stanley Smith Barney’s Capital
Strategies Group and its predecessor, Citi Capital Strategies. Eric has 20 years of
experience managing strategic sale assignments and leveraged recapitalizations for
owners of privately held companies.
He has also executed complex cross-border transactions with foreign buyers based in
London, Germany, Sweden and Switzerland and has structured deals with leading
private equity groups and strategic corporate buyers. Previously, Eric worked as a senior
executive with Newport Securities Corporation. He graduated cum laude from the
University of California and is a Series 7 and 63 Registered Securities Representative as
well as a Series 24 Registered Securities Principal.

Mark Surowiak
Director
msurowiak@capstonepartners.com | 215-854-4063
Mark is a Director in the Philadelphia office with over 15 years of experience in mergers &
acquisitions, private placements and financial advisory services. While Mark's primary
focus includes clients in the health and medical industry, his experience spans a broad
range of industries, including government and defense contracting, manufacturing and
outsourced business services sectors. Prior to investment banking, he enjoyed a career
in the social services field.
Previously, Mark served over 10 years as a senior investment banking professional in
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney’s Capital Strategies Group. Over his career, Mark has
focused on developing deep credentials and expertise in the sale and recapitalization of
privately held businesses.

Connor McLeod
Research Associate
cmcleod@capstonepartners.com | 617-619-3319
Connor is a Research Associate at Capstone Partners primarily specializing in Building
Products & Construction Services, Consumer & Retail, and Healthcare. Prior to joining
Capstone, Connor was a specialist with the Investor Services team at BlackRock where
he worked with mutual funds, closed end funds, and exchange traded funds and
communicated fund performance, relevant market dynamics, and facilitated trades for
shareholders, financial advisors, and institutional clients. Connor holds a BA in
Economics from Bates College and is a Series 7 Registered Securities Representative.
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FIRM TRACK RECORD
Capstone Partners maintains an active Healthcare practice in the middle market, with Medical Device
Outsourcing being an important vertical within our focus. This market presence allows Capstone to provide
Medical Device Outsourcing companies with up-to-date market data and access to key decision makers
among the industry’s most active acquirers and investors.
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Common Goals. Uncommon Results.
Disclosure
This report is a periodic compilation of certain economic and corporate information, as well as completed and announced merger and
acquisition activity. Information contained in this report should not be construed as a recommendation to sell or buy any security. Any
reference to or omission of any reference to any company in this report should not be construed as a recommendation to buy, sell or
take any other action with respect to any security of any such company. We are not soliciting any action with respect to any security
or company based on this report. The report is published solely for the general information of clients and friends of Capstone
Partners. It does not take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs of individual recipients.
Certain transactions, including those involving early-stage companies, give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors.
This report is based upon information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not
be relied upon as such. Prediction of future events is inherently subject to both known and unknown risks and other factors that may
cause actual results to vary materially. We are under no obligation to update the information contained in this report. Opinions
expressed are our present opinions only and are subject to change without notice. Additional information is available upon request.
The companies mentioned in this report may be clients of Capstone Partners. The decisions to include any company in this report is
unrelated in all respects to any service that Capstone Partners may provide to such company. This report may not be copied or
reproduced in any form or redistributed without the prior written consent of Capstone Partners. The information contained herein should
not be construed as legal advice.
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Market Presence
With a long-established U.S. footprint, together with an international partner
platform, we provide clients with broad expertise and access to key market
relationships on a global basis. Our presence is backed by ~200 professionals in the
U.S. with 450+ professionals across 43 countries.

218

$12.5B

30%

M&A transactions
completed in 2020

aggregate
transaction value

of our deals
are crossborder

6th
globally ranked for
deals under $500m

$65.1M

51

65%

average
transaction
value

deals involving foreign
private equity firms

completed with a
European partner

International

United States
170+ professionals
12 offices

450+ professionals
60+ offices in 43 countries

Boston · Chicago · Dallas ·
Denver Detroit · Los Angeles ·
New York Orange County ·
Philadelphia Richmond · San
Diego · Tampa

Asia: China · India · Japan · Thailand
Africa: Congo · Egypt · Ghana · Ivory Coast · Mauritius · Morocco · Nigeria · Senegal · South Africa
Americas: Toronto · Vancouver · Argentina · Brazil · Chile · Colombia · Mexico · Panama & Central
America · Peru
Europe: Belgium · Bosnia & Herzegovina · Croatia · Czech Republic · Finland · France · Germany ·
Hungary · Ireland
Italy · Netherlands · Poland · Portugal · Russia · Serbia · Slovakia · Slovenia · Spain · Sweden ·
United Kingdom

capstonepartners.com

